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CLEAN & GO

BIO BASIC - APPLICATOR WITH TRILOGY FRAME CM 40

Product code. 00007300

      

  

Revolutionary tool for dusting and washing. It is composed by: aluminium handle with plastic grip and knob for distributing the cleaning

solution, refillable plastic container with capacity 650 ml and a 40 cm Trilogy tool. It is characterised by extreme light weight and is very

practical to use. The transparent, graduated tank makes it easy to check the amount of liquid available. The knob on top of the handle allows

you to regulate the application of the solution. Just press the knob to make the solution flow out intermittently. The particular formation of

the pipe means that the liquid solution falls directly onto the floor, where it is then distributed when the cloth under the plate passes over it.

Since the chemical solution never comes in direct contact with the dirt, it is not altered, thus maintaining its own characteristics over time.

Trilogy is a new patented system, which allows the operator to dust and wash or disinfect with only one simple rotation of the frame. It is

REVESIBLE: Trilogy has two perfectly flat parallel sides and can be used on both of them. It is TECHNOLOGICAL: - shockproof and

non-marking rubber edge - quick opening and closing system, suitable for both right- and left-handed operators - small size to clean even

hard-to-reach places - the central fastening system keeps the mop fixed during use - the shape allows to clean corners perfectly - the frame

can be used also on vertical surfaces thanks to the patented Block joint It is EFFECTIVE: the operator can apply an even pressure on the

whole frame surface and ensure excellent cleaning results thanks to the fitting placed in the middle of the frame rilogy system provides: Time

saving: you can clean twice the usual surface area, as you use TRI mops on both sides, cleaning with their whole surface Cost reduction: you

use half of the usual quantity of mops, as you use them on both sides, providing a reduction of washing costs. Reduction of environmental

impact: you reduce detergent and water consumption to launder dirty mops.

TECHNICAL DATA

Size cm (WxDxH) 40 cm x - x -
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Material Polypropylen, Aluminium handle, Silicone pipe

Unit Net Weight (kg) 1,60

Gross Weight Package (kg) 3

Volume Package (m3) 0,038

Package (pcs) 1

ACCESSORIES

S040461

RED BOTTLE FOR BIO APPLICATOR 0,65 L

S040462

YELLOW BOTTLE FOR BIO APPLICATOR 0,65 L

S040463

GREEN BOTTLE FOR BIO APPLICATOR 0,65 L
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